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 Boston Convention and Exhibition Center (BCEC) Site Map for DIA 

 Level Section 

 Room# 
Sample 
Diagram 

Session 
Formats  

Supported by 
Room  Notes Staging Audience Seating 

~Seating  
Capacity AV 

  1 Northeast 151AB Traditional   Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating: 
classroom, and 
theater seating  230 

Standard: DIA 
laptop, 1 screen, 
podium mic, table 
top mics, wireless 
aisle mics  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Northeast 153ABC  Traditional   

Podium, nice chairs 
set in wide semi-
circle, coffee tables 

Mixed Seating: 
classroom, and 
theater seating  306 

DIA laptop, 2 
screens, podium 
mic, wireless aisle 
mics  

DIA is excited to be offering new and traditional meeting room sets at this year’s meeting.  We did our best to accommodate as many session format 

requests as possible.  Please refer to your meeting room assignment notification letter for your session’s meeting room.  Meeting rooms are listed in 

numeric order within the grid below.  If you have any meeting room questions, please contact Susan Benedetti, Sr. Project Manager, Annual Meeting, at 

Susan.Benedetti@diaglobal.org. 

 

https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/BCEC-Floor-Plan.2.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/151AB-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/153ABC-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
mailto:Susan.Benedetti@diaglobal.org


  1 
Center 
East 156ABC Traditional   

Podium, nice chairs 
set in wide semi-
circle, coffee tables 

Mixed Seating: 
classroom, and 
theater seating  285 

Standard: DIA 
laptop, 2 screens, 
podium mic, hand 
held mics, 
wireless aisle mics  

  1 
Center 
East 157AB 

Traditional, 
Workshop   Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating:  
classroom and  
theater seating  230 

DIA laptop, 2 
screens, podium 
mic,table top 
mics, wireless 
aisle mics  

  1 Northwest 102 AB 
Traditional, 
Workshop  Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating:  
classroom and  
theater seating  244 

DIA laptop, 2 
screens, podium 
mic,table top 
mics, wireless 
aisle mics  

  1 Northwest 104AB 
Traditional, 
Workshop  Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating:  
classroom and  
theater seating  254 

DIA laptop, 2 
screens, podium 
mic,table top 
mics, wireless 
aisle mics (unless 
session is using 
the Catchbox mic),  

  2 Northwest 204AB 

Traditional, 
Workshop 

3 Flip Charts and 
Easels; Creativity kit: 
post its, markers, 
stickers, etc Podium, head table Crescent rounds 126 

Standard: DIA 
laptop, 1 screen, 
podium mic, table 
top mics, 
Catchbox mic 

  2 Northwest 205A Traditional    Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating: 
classroom, and 
theater seating  190 

DIA laptop,1 
screen, podium 
mic, wireless 
headset mics, 
wireless aisle 
mics, remote for 
advancing slides 

  2 Northwest 205BC Traditional   Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating:  
classroom and  
theater seating  260 

Standard: DIA 
laptop, 1 screen, 
podium mic, table 
top mics, wireless 
aisle mics  

https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/156ABC-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/157AB-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/102AB-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/104AB-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/204AB-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/205A-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/205BC-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf


  2 Northwest 206AB Traditional   Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating: 
classroom, and 
theater seating  262 

Standard: DIA 
laptop, 1 screen, 
podium mic, table 
top mics, wireless 
aisle mics  

  2 Southwest 210ABC DIAmond   

Podium, nice chairs 
set in wide semi-
circle, coffee table 

Mixed Seating: 
Classroom and 
theater seating  562 

DIA laptop, 2 
screens, podium 
mic, wireless 
headset mics, 
wireless aisle 
mics; remote for 
advancing slides, 
confidence 
monitors 

  2 Northeast 252AB 
Workshop, 
Traditional 

3 flip charts and 3 
easels; Creativity kit: 
post its, markers, 
stickers, etc Podium, head table crescent round  126 

Standard: DIA 
laptop, 1 screen, 
podium mic, table 
top mics, 
Catchbox mic 

  2 Northeast 253A Traditional   Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating:  
classroom and  
theater seating  187 

Standard: DIA 
laptop,1 screen, 
podium mic, table 
top mics, wireless 
aisle mics  

  2 Northeast 253B Traditional   Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating:  
classroom and  
theater seating  177 

Standard: DIA 
laptop,1 screen, 
podium mic, table 
top mics, wireless 
aisle mics  

  2 Northeast 253C Traditional   Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating: 
classroom, and 
theater seating  151 

Standard: DIA 
laptop, 1 screen, 
podium mic, table 
top mics, wireless 
aisle mics  

  2 Northeast 254AB Traditional   Podium, head table 

Mixed Seating:  
classroom and  
theater seating  234 

Standard: DIA 
laptop,1 screen, 
podium mic, table 
top mics, wireless 
aisle mics 

https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/206AB-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/210ABC-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/252AB-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/253A-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/253B-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/253C-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/254AB-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf


  2 Northeast NE Lobby Content Hubs   Crescent Rounds 49 

DIA laptop,1 
monitor, 1 
handheld wireless 
mic, 1 podium mic 

  3 
Grand 
Ballroom  

Grand 
Ballroom Roundtables   Theater Circle 40 

Handheld and Lav 
mic 

  1 Northeast 
152 and 
157 Short Courses 

5 easels and 5 flip 
charts; Creativity kit: 
post its, markers, 
stickers, etc  Hollow U 24 

DIA laptop,1 
screen 

           

           

           

           

 

https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/CH-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/RTFloorPlansBCEC.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/RTFloorPlansBCEC.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/152-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf
https://www.diaglobal.org/productfiles/10285572/157-DIA-BCEC-SessionRooms.pdf

